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ABSTRACT: While the use of flow electrolyzers has enabled high selectivity (>80%) and
activity (>200 mA cm−2) in the reduction of CO2 to value-added chemicals, the durability
of these systems is still insufficient for feasibility at scale. A key component of flow
electrolyzers, the gas diffusion electrode, must be hydrophobic and stable to maintain the
triple phase boundary at the catalyst layer. The catalyst layer consists of an active catalyst
and a binder to augment hydrophobicity and stability. Many CO2 electrolysis systems
utilize Nafion as the binder, yet, these cathodes are prone to carbonate formation and are
often not stable beyond 20 h. Inspired by knowledge from other electrocatalysis
applications, this paper explores alternatives to Nafion in the catalyst layer as well as
different methods of catalyst layer preparation. Cathodes with a poly(tetrafluoroethylene)
(PTFE) binder elude carbonate formation, although their performance still decreases over
time. However, the addition of PTFE to Nafion (mixed binders) limited carbonate
formation. Furthermore, we found that coating cathodes with a Sustainion ionomer over
layer extends lifetimes, presumably by hindering carbonate formation. The characteristics of cathodes with these binders are further
explored using surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy to help explain their effect on the electroreduction of CO2.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As the global population continues to increase, so does the
demand for the natural resources that provide the energy, food,
materials, etc. needed to support such populations.1 The
common, nonsustainable practices in place to meet such
demands damage the earth’s climate and delicate ecosystems.
Many of these damages can be attributed to the increase in
carbon emissions, such as atmospheric CO2 levels, which is
correlated with rising global temperatures. The concentration
of CO2 in the atmosphere has surpassed 410 ppm, and annual
emissions have reached ∼14.7 gigatons of CO2 in excess of
what nature can adsorb.2 The majority of CO2 emissions
originate from industrial processes, operation of residential and
commercial properties, electricity production, and trans-
portation.3 As a result, researchers have focused on developing
technologies to curb emissions such as renewable energy
production and electrification of transportation.
Researchers have turned their attention to curbing CO2

emissions via the electrochemical reduction of CO2
(ECO2RR) to value-added chemicals and fuels like carbon
monoxide (CO), methanol, formic acid, ethanol, methane, and
ethylene.4 Using renewable energy to drive ECO2RR could
create a carbon-neutral process. Moreover, ECO2RR may offer
an approach to store excess energy from intermittent
renewable energies (wind, solar) in the form of liquid, high-
energy-density chemicals. Seminal work by Hori et al. has

shown that ECO2RR product speciation is dependent on
which electrocatalyst is used.5 For example, Ag and Au will
primarily produce CO, while Sn will produce formate.
To be considered for industrial integration, an ECO2RR

system must meet the following four benchmarks: (a) high
current density or activity, (b) high faradaic efficiency (FE) or
selectivity, (c) low overpotentials or high energetic efficiency,
and (d) extensive durability/stability. All four benchmarks play
an important role in determining the economic feasibility of an
ECO2RR process. Many researchers have succeeded in creating
highly active and/or selective catalysts and systems for
products such as CO (FE of >80%) and formate (>90%).4,6

These products only require 2e− (less electricity) and fewer
reaction steps, in contrast with methane (8e−), methanol
(6e−), ethylene (12e−), and ethanol (12e−). Systems or
catalysts that selectively produce the latter, more energy-dense
products at high activities are still required. Despite advances
in product selectivity, durability is still a prominent issue in the
ECO2RR field. Without a long-lasting system, materials, in
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particular electrodes, would need to be replaced or undergo
maintenance frequently, hampering the economics of the
process.
ECO2RR experiments are often conducted using a three-

electrode cell setup. Yet, the solubility of CO2 in aqueous
solutions is poor (∼35 mM at 20 °C),7 leading to low mass
transfer of CO2 to the cathode which limits activity (<50 mA
cm−2). To address the issue of low solubility, research groups
have developed membrane electrode assembly (MEA) and
flow electrolyzers for ECO2RR that utilize gas diffusion
electrodes (GDEs) to eliminate the dependence on CO2
solubility.8−14 The use of GDEs is pivotal to the operation
of such electrolyzers. As a result, the durability, and thus the
economic feasibility, of ECO2RR systems is dependent on the
performance of GDEs.
A GDE typically consists of an electrocatalyst that has been

deposited onto a gas diffusion layer (GDL, typically Teflon-
treated carbon).15,16 A schematic of the GDE is shown in
Figure 1. CO2 flows through the diffusion layer to the
electrocatalyst where the reduction reaction occurs with the
electrolyte at a triple phase boundary (TPB). The role of the
GDL is to support the catalyst layer (CL) and to be
hydrophobic enough to prevent the TPB from moving out
of the CL (flooding). Flooding is one of the main failure
mechanisms in a GDE-based flow electrolyzer because it
impedes ECO2RR activity and/or degrades system materials.
Nevertheless, the CL also requires a degree of hydrophobicity
to prevent flooding. The CL consists of the active catalyst,
which can be hydrophilic and/or hydrophobic in nature, and a
binder/ionomer, which holds the CL together and to the GDL.
The binder promotes hydrophobicity and improves the
durability of the GDE.
The CL is the first line of defense for flooding. If the binder

degrades, then hydrophobicity is lost, causing flooding and
degradation mechanisms such as leaching, where catalyst
detaches and is lost to the liquid electrolyte.6 A vast majority of
researchers utilize Nafion (a perfluorosulfonic acid polymer) as
a binder, but many ECO2RR durability studies only show <100
h lifetimes, which fall shy of benchmarks (>1000 h) set by
technoeconomic analyses.6,17,18 From this, we realize that
Nafion may not be the best binder and traditional CL
deposition practices may not be sufficient for ECO2RR when
aiming for long lifetimes.
In this paper, we report a systematic investigation of how

different binders used in the catalyst layers affect the durability
of GDEs. We draw inspiration from the electrochemical field to

identify, screen, and implement alternate catalyst layer binders
in hopes of improving the performance and durability of the
gas diffusion electrode. Many researchers have studied and
incorporated polymers and binders into aspects of batteries,
fuel cells, and solar cells to limit degradation and increase
stability.19−26 Since the CL is the thinnest layer (Figure 1), it
requires proper tuning of properties such as wettability to
maintain the TPB. Consequently, we explore strategies,
including mixed binder cathodes and spin-coating ionomers
onto the CL, as ways to augment stability. Incorporating ex situ
and in situ characterization techniques provides us with
information on the processes occurring on the cathode surface
during electrolysis.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2.1. Electrode Preparation. All electrodes were prepared using a

previously described airbrushing setup starting with a Sigracet 35BC
(Fuel Cell Store) GDL substrate.29 At first, various binders were
studied besides the catalysts by depositing the plain binders onto the
GDL. Sustainion (Dioxide Materials, 5 wt %), Fumion (Fumatech, 3−
8 wt %), and Nafion (Fuel Cell Earth, 5 wt %) were used as
purchased. Poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE, Sigma-Aldrich, 60 wt %
in water) and poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF, Sigma-Aldrich,
pellets) were first diluted to 5 wt % dispersions/solutions. Appropriate
volumes of each binder solution were then measured and added to a
vial with additional solvent (DI water for PTFE and Nafion,
isopropanol for Nafion, ethanol for Sustainion, and dimethyl
acetamide, DMAC, for Fumion and PVDF). The resulting mixture
was then sonicated in a water bath for ∼1 min before being
airbrushed. The electrode was weighed before and after airbrushing to
achieve a final loading of 1.0 ± 0.1 mg cm−2. When PTFE is applied
to the GDL alone, small particles are randomly dispersed on the
surface rather than forming a film. Therefore, the PTFE GDL was
heat-treated under flowing Ar gas at 250 °C for 2 h at a ramp rate of 2
°C min−1.

Commercial Ag nanoparticles (NP) (Sigma-Aldrich, <100 nm,
99.5%) and IrO2 NP (nonhydrate, Alfa Aesar) were airbrushed onto
the substrate to create the cathode and anode, respectively. For the
cathode, Ag powder, binder solution, and the corresponding solvents
were added to a vial and then sonicated in a water bath for ∼20 min.
The resulting ink was then airbrushed onto the GDL. The volume of
binder solution added was varied to give different binder weight
percentages in the catalyst layer. Table S1 shows which solvents were
used for each binder along with the weight percentages used in the
catalyst layer. Since Ag is hydrophilic and some of the binders are
highly hydrophobic (Fumion, PVDF), only a little water could be
added to help disperse Ag. Too much water would cause the binder to
crash out of solution. For the anode, IrO2 powder, DI water, Nafion,
and isopropanol were added to a vial and then sonicated in a water

Figure 1. (a) Schematic detailing a standard gas diffusion electrode including the carbon fiber substrate, a microporous layer, and a catalyst layer
and their approximate thicknesses.27,28 The dark blue spots in the catalyst represent the distributed binder. (b) Corresponding micro-computed
tomography (micro-CT) rendering of a gas diffusion electrode.
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bath for ∼20 min. The resulting ink was then airbrushed onto the
GDL. The GDE was weighed before and after airbrushing to achieve a
final loading of 1.0 ± 0.1 mg cm−2. For any Ag electrodes with PTFE,
the GDE was heat-treated under flowing Ar gas at 250 °C for 2 h at a
ramp rate of 2 °C min−1.
2.2. Spin-Coating. Cathode spin-coating was performed with a

Headway Research, Inc PWM32 Microprocessor Sequence Con-
troller. Prior to spin-coating, the cathode was weighed. The binder
solution was then placed at the center of the spin coater and drop-cast
on the surface of the cathode, ensuring that the entire surface was
coated. The cathode was left to rest for a few seconds before spinning
at a certain speed for 30 s to create an even thin layer. After spin-
coating, the cathodes were left to air-dry in a fume hood for 24 h. The
cathode was then weighed again to determine the mass of material
deposited.
2.3. Characterization Methods. Micro-computed tomography

(micro-CT) images were taken using the Xradia Bio Micro-CT. The
images were taken at 40 kV and 8 W. The micro-CT was built from
721 images with an exposure time of 5 s. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images were taken using the JEOL 7000F. The
acceleration voltage was 15.0 kV with a working distance of 10 mm.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained with a Bruker D8
Advance X-ray diffractometer. Electrochemical impedance spectros-
copy (EIS) measurements were conducted with a Reference 600
Gamry potentiostat at 1.30 V vs Ag/AgCl with 14 points per decade
scanned from 10 kHz to 1 Hz. The Nyquist plots were fitted to a “one
circuit and solution resistance” model as an equivalent circuit using
the Gamry Echem Analyst module. Figure S1 shows the equivalent
circuit. The Rcell and Rct values were obtained from the equivalent fit
of the Nyquist plots.
2.4. Binder Screening.

(a) Hydrophobicity tests via contact angle measurements. The
hydrophobicity of the as-prepared Ag cathodes with different
(single) binders was measured via contact angle goniometer
(Rame-́Hart model 250). Droplets (10 μL) of DI water, 1 M
KOH (≥85%, Fischer Scientific), 1 M KCl (99%, Sigma-
Aldrich), and 1 M KHCO3 (99.7%, Sigma-Aldrich) were
placed on several sections of the Ag cathodes to arrive at an
average contact angle. Ag NP with 10 wt % Nafion and plain
Ag NP with no binder were the controls. With PTFE,
Sustainion, PVDF, and Fumion, the binder loading started at 5
wt % and was increased by 5% if one or more of the droplets
were not stable.

(b) Stability tests via Raman spectroscopy: The stability of the
different binders was determined by subjecting the binder
GDLs to a high alkaline electrolyte and conducting Raman
spectroscopy. Figure S2 shows a process diagram detailing the
steps for this test. Once the binder layers were airbrushed onto
the GDL, Raman spectra were recorded using a Nanophoton
Raman 11 under a green laser (531.94 nm) to obtain the
characteristic peaks of each binder. The binder GDL was then
cut, placed in the flow cell, and exposed to flowing 1 M KOH
for a total of 24 h. Throughout the experiment at 2, 8, 14, and
20 h, the exposure was paused, the electrode was removed, and
Raman spectra were recorded to monitor any chemical and/or
physical changes to the binder layer. Such changes would be
marked by new peaks and augmentation or declines of existing
characteristic peaks. After 24 h of exposure, a final Raman
measurement was performed. Micro-CT images were collected
before and after the exposure experiments to observe any
changes in the binder layer distribution. This stability test was
done twice for each binder to confirm any trend, using a newly
airbrushed binder GDL each time.

2.5. CO2 Electrolysis in an Alkaline Flow Cell. An alkaline
electrochemical flow cell was utilized to test each GDE for the
electrochemical reduction of CO2 to CO.

9 The reactor is composed of
a rectangular stainless steel cathode gas flow chamber and current
collector, a rubber gasket, a polyether ether ketone (PEEK)
electrolyte chamber, and a stainless steel anode current collector.

All of the components are held together with a squeeze-action toggle
plier clamp (McMaster Carr). The clamped cell is then hooked up to
the potentiostat (Autolab PGSTAT-30) to run potentiostatic or
galvanostatic experiments. Multimeters (Crenova, MS8233D) are
then connected to the cell to measure cathode and anode potentials
against an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (Basi, RE-5B). Gaseous CO2
(Airgas) flows at 17 sccm through a flow controller (Smart-Trak 2,
Sierra Instruments) to the gas chamber along the cathode where it
diffuses through GDE to the CL. A pump pushes liquid electrolyte
through the PEEK chamber. Where the CO2 meets the liquid
electrolyte is the TPB, ideally at the CL allowing CO2 electro-
reduction to occur. Anions produced from the reaction then flow
across the electrolyte to the anode, where oxygen evolution occurs.
Gaseous products flow back through the GDE to an in-line gas
chromatograph (GC, Thermo Finnigan Trace GC) furnished with a
thermal conductivity detector. A pressure regulator (Cole Parmer,
00268TC) hooked up to a vacuum pump was set to 14.20 psig and
placed downstream of GC to maintain a proper pressure balance in
the flow cell and to continuously pull reduction products through the
GC for injections. Products of the reduction were analyzed to
determine the activity (partial current density) and the faradaic
efficiency of the catalyst.

2.6. Electroanalysis Testing. The effectiveness of cathodes was
first tested using a standard electrochemical CO2 reduction experi-
ment in the alkaline flow cell. The gas flow meter maintained the CO2
flow while a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, PHD 2000) flowed 1
M KOH through the PEEK chamber at 0.5 mL min−1. The
potentiostat supplied a voltage (−1.75, −2.00, −2.25, −2.50, −2.75,
−3.00, or −3.50 V) to the cell and recorded the current. The cell was
left for 200 s to equilibrate and let the product stream cycle through
the GC sample loop. At 200 s, the GC began taking injections every
minute for a total of three to minimize error. Once the GC finished
injections and analysis, the next potential was applied, and the process
was repeated.

2.7. Durability Testing. After electroanalysis, the cathodes were
subjected to a standard durability test in the alkaline flow cell.6 The
gas flow meter maintained the CO2 flow, while a peristaltic pump
(Cole Parmer, Masterflex L/S Digital Drive) flowed 2 M KOH
through the PEEK chamber at 1.0 mL min−1. The potentiostat
supplied a constant current to the cell and recorded the corresponding
cell potential. After leaving the cell for 200 s to equilibrate, the GC
took three injections to mark t = 0. Injections were taken every 30
min, while the current continued to be applied to reach 6 h of testing.
SEM images were taken before and after the durability test to observe
any changes in the binder layer morphology. Whenever trends in
faradaic efficiency and/or cell potential were not clear or there was a
discrepancy in repeated experiments, additional data was collected to
confirm results.

2.8. Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS). A
custom spectroscopic Raman flow cell was used for in situ SERS
measurements.30 SERS measurements were performed as previously
reported31,32 with a 531.9 nm laser (B&W Tek) providing sample
excitation at approximately 45° relative to an 85 mm f/1.2 collection
lens (Canon). The scattered radiation was then focused using an f/3.3
lens to the 50 μm slit of a SpectraPro 2300i monochromator
(Princeton Instruments) with grating of 1200 grooves mm−1. The
charge-coupled device (CCD) detector (Andor) was thermoelectri-
cally cooled to −80 °C. The typical spectral resolution was estimated
to be 6 cm−1. Acquisition time was 1 s, and the total accumulation of
scans was 120. CO2 flow rates were maintained at 12 sccm with a
mass flow controller (Smart-Trak 2, Sierra Instruments). The
electrolyte flow was maintained at 0.5 mL min−1 with a syringe
pump (Harvard Apparatus Pump 33). A Ag/AgCl reference (BASi,
RE-5B) in the cell enabled direct measurement of the cathode
potential.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Evaluation of Binder with Respect to Wettability
and Stability. Due to their use in fuel cell, battery, and
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ECO2RR research, we identified PTFE, PVDF, Fumion, and
Sustainion as potential alternative binders to Nafion.14,33−36

Binders require high hydrophobicity and stability to consider
being used in a catalyst layer for ECO2RR, and we evaluate
these properties below.
3.1.1. Hydrophobicity Tests with Contact Angle Goni-

ometer. For hydrophobicity testing, catalyst layers with binder
weight percentages ranging from 5 and 15% were tested as
needed for each binder (see Table S1). Figure 2 shows the

contact angle results for the different electrodes along with
Nafion and binder-less Ag controls obtained using different
electrolytes. All electrodes exhibit contact angles >85°
following exposure to DI water and KHCO3 (pH1 M KHCO3

=
8.56).37 This >85° contact angle is associated with a
hydrophobic interaction and suggests that all interfaces,
including the binder-less Ag layer, are hydrophobic.38 Electro-
des exposed to H2O and KHCO3 were stable. However,
following exposure to KOH, a more alkaline electrolyte
(pH1 M KOH = 13.54),37 or KCl (pH1 M KCl = 6.32),37 several
of the catalysts became discolored and the contact angle
changed from nonzero values to approximately 0° (marked
with an asterisk in Figure 2). Alternatively, the Sustainion and
PTFE cathodes did not become discolored following KOH and

KCl exposure and exhibited contact angles similar to those
observed with H2O or KHCO3 exposure.
Previous studies have shown that, compared to neutral

conditions, using alkaline electrolytes leads to higher activity
for ECO2RR.

37 A droplet spreading, rather than staying
stationary, actually signifies an unstable, degrading electrode.
In fact, studies have concluded that hydroxide ions can degrade
PVDF membranes via dehydrofluorination.39,40 We note that
carbon−fluorine bonds are a common motif in binders/
ionomers and membranes for ECO2RR. The results above
indicate that, in addition to providing hydrophobicity to ensure
gas−liquid separation, binders can protect the catalyst from
oxidation. Only PTFE and Sustainion displayed hydro-
phobicity comparable to the Nafion control (10 wt %) at
lower weight percentages during KOH exposure.

3.1.2. Stability Tests with Raman Spectroscopy. Next, we
used Raman spectroscopy to study the effect of flowing KOH
on the different binders by evaluating the spectra over a 24 h
exposure time (Figure S3). The characteristic peaks are
identified in Table S2. Unexpectedly, none of the spectra
show any major changes (such as carbon−carbon double-bond
formation from dehydrofluorination) over the 24 h time course
of the measurement, suggesting that all four binders are stable
against the 1 M KOH electrolyte. This was confirmed when
repeating the experiment with fresh binder-coated GDLs.
Additionally, the micro-CT images (Figure S4) taken before
and after 24 h of exposure reveal that the binder layers absent
of incorporated Ag remain intact against flowing KOH and
that no major changes occur in binder layer uniformity. We
considered that small amounts of the binder may have come
off the GDL and leached into the flowing KOH. Yet, no
detectable traces of fluorine (PVDF, PTFE, Fumion) or
chlorine (Sustainion) were found in the effluent KOH
electrolyte using either inductively coupled plasma optical
emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) or 19F NMR.

3.2. Performance of Different Binders in CO2
Electrolysis. 3.2.1. Electroanalysis. The binder evaluation
tests described above suggested that PTFE and Sustainion are
promising catalyst layer binders due to their ability to maintain
a hydrophobic surface in 1 M KOH. 5 wt % PTFE and 5 wt %
Sustainion Ag GDEs along with 5 and 10 wt % Nafion Ag GDE
controls were used to perform ECO2RR in an alkaline flow
electrolyzer. Figure 3a compares the current density from each
electrode. As expected, PTFE exhibits the lowest current

Figure 2. Contact angle measurements to characterize the hydro-
phobicity of various Ag NP GDEs with different electrolytes. The
lighter and darker colors represent the lowest (5%) and highest (10 or
15%) binder weight percentages in the Ag catalyst layer, respectively.
Data for a 10% Nafion Ag GDE and a binder-less Ag GDE are
provided for comparison. Data labeled with * indicate electrodes on
which the droplets eventually spread to 0° contact angle.

Figure 3. (a) Partial current density of CO from electrolysis experiments performed on Ag GDEs of various binders and binder loadings. (b)
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy data for the Ag electrodes with the different binders at −1.30 V vs Ag/AgCl; inset: expanded view of Rcell
for each electrode near the origin. Anode: 1 mg cm−2 IrO2; 1 M KOH@0.5 mL min−1.
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density at all potentials compared to the other binders due to
its lower conductivity.41 The Sustainion electrode exhibited
slightly better performance than the Nafion electrode at higher
potentials (>−1.7 V vs Ag/AgCl).
To gain further insight, EIS was performed on each

electrode during ECO2RR and the resulting Nyquist plots
are shown in Figure 3b. Fitting these Nyquist plots using a
“one circuit and solution model” resulted in Rct values of 4.83,
22.8, 25.9, and 67.3 Ω for the 5 wt % Sustainion, 10 wt %
Nafion, 5 wt % Nafion, and 5 wt % PTFE cathodes,
respectively. These values show substantial differences in Rct

between electrodes fabricated with the different binders. From
the expanded view of the origin (inset in Figure 3b), we see

that the Rcell values, which signify the internal resistance
(contact and solution resistances) of the cell, for each electrode
are relatively similar and do not differ as significantly as the Rct

values. Specifically, the Rcell values provided from Nyquist plot
fittings were 0.45, 0.21, 0.22, and 0.31 Ω for the 5 wt %
Sustainion, 10 wt % Nafion, 5 wt % Nafion, and 5 wt % PTFE
cathodes, respectively. This result is expected since 1 M KOH
was used for the characterization of each electrode, and slight
variations in cell assembly and electrode preparation for each
electrode due to human error and poor fitting may have
contributed to these Rcell differences. Therefore, the EIS data
suggest that Sustainion better facilitates ion transport at the
electrode surface than Nafion and PTFE. Ion transport is key

Figure 4. Plots of the CO faradaic efficiency and cell potential over 6 h durability tests for Ag GDEs with different binders: (a) 10% Nafion, (b) 5%
Sustainion, and (c) 5% PTFE. The corresponding SEM images show the Ag surface before (top) and after (bottom) the durability tests for Ag
GDEs with different binders: (d) 10% Nafion, (e) 5% Sustainion, and (f) 5% PTFE. The insets zoom in on the carbonate formations; the scale bars
represent 50 μm. Anode: 1 mg cm−2 IrO

2
; 2 M KOH@1 mL min−1; −200 mA cm−2.

Figure 5. (a) Thin-film XRD pattern of used single-binder Ag GDEs with a KHCO3 salt reference pattern. Red triangles: C; blue circles: Ag. (b)
SERS spectra for fresh Ag GDEs with different single binders taken at open-circuit potential (OCP) in 1 M KHCO3. The peaks at ∼700 and ∼1058
cm−1 indicated by the black * represent chemisorbed HCO3

−, while the peak at ∼1020 cm−1 indicated by the green * represents HCO3
− in

solution.
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in ECO2RR, as OH
− generated at the cathode must be shuttled

quickly to the anode to prevent a buildup, which would hinder
kinetics.
3.2.2. Durability. Cathodes with Sustainion or PTFE

binders were compared with a 10 wt % Nafion binder control
in a standard durability test,6 which was performed at a
constant current of 200 mA cm−2 and 2 M KOH flowing at 1.0
mL min−1. The durability performance for each cathode is
shown in Figure 4a−c. The figure shows that the CO FE was
maintained at ca. 100% for the Nafion control over the 6 h of
testing. The high voltage transients seen after ca. 1.5 h are
associated with nascent flooding of the electrode, which was
confirmed visually. Both the Sustainion and PTFE cathodes
exhibited ∼100% FECO at the start of the measurement, but
the FECO declined by 20−50% at the 6 h mark, which was
observed over multiple durability experiments.
To further understand the origin of degradation, we

compared pre- and post-testing SEM images of the cathodes.
Figure 4d shows that, prior to testing, the Nafion cathode
exhibits an even catalyst layer albeit with the presence of small
cracks associated with drying. Following ECO2RR, SEM
images reveal the presence of dark patches, associated
previously with the presence of carbonate on the electrode.
These carbonate deposits are known to lead to eventual
electrode failure in flow and MEA-based electrolyzers alike.6

SEM obtained from the Sustainion cathode (Figure 4e) also
exhibited deposits but with a string-like morphology different
from that observed from the Nafion cathode. XRD (Figure 5a)
obtained from the Sustainion cathode exhibited peaks
corresponding to KHCO3 at ∼32, ∼34, and ∼50°. These
peaks are also seen on the Nafion cathode, which exhibits clear
evidence for KHCO3 in the SEM. Lastly, SEM images from the
PTFE cathode do not exhibit any evidence for a deposit on the
surface or within the catalyst layer (at higher magnification).
This observation suggests that PTFE withstands the formation
of surface carbonates. The PTFE-bound CLs in H2/air alkaline
fuel cells also do not exhibit carbonate deposits.42

Looking at the performance of all cathodes, it is evident that
the makeup of the catalyst layer greatly affects the degradation
mechanism, which is carbonate formation in this case. In the
water treatment field, added polymer-based inhibitors work to
keep Ca2+ in the bulk solution and away from piping surfaces
to avoid calcium carbonate deposition.43,44 Hence, certain
binders may possess properties that inhibit carbonate
nucleation that naturally occurs on Ag during long-term
electrolysis of CO2. On the other hand, a binder may further
promote the nucleation of carbonate. Specifically, a standard
durability test completed for a Ag cathode without any binder
exposes immediate performance loss. Figure S5 shows that the
CO faradaic efficiency decreases throughout the entire 6 h, and
the post-test SEM images reveal both catalyst leaching and
carbonate formation. These results underscore the role of the
binder to keep the catalyst together and bind it to the substrate
along with discourage unwanted carbonate deposition.
3.2.3. Investigating Surface Species with Surface-

Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy. Based on our results on
the durability of Nafion, Sustainion, and PTFE Ag GDEs, we
attempted to gain further insight on differences in degradation
occurring on the respective electrodes. Surface-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy (SERS) was performed on each Ag
GDE along with a no-binder Ag GDE as a control. First, we
wanted to understand the configuration of HCO3

− on the
surface of these electrodes using KHCO3 electrolyte, since we

identified this species comprising the deposits on the electrode
surface seen in Figure 4d,e after durability testing. Initial
measurements were taken at open-circuit potential (OCP), and
then an additional experiment was completed under multiple
applied potentials with flowing 1 M KOH. Figure 5b compares
the OCP SERS data for the various GDEs with flowing
KHCO3 electrolyte. Peaks with black stars (∼700 and ∼1058
cm−1) represent chemisorbed carbonate (HCO3

−/CO3
2−

shared modes), while the peak with a green star (∼1025
cm−1) represents HCO3

− in solution.45 The peaks at ∼700 and
∼1058 cm−1 could be due to either chemisorbed HCO3

− or
CO3

2− as they share these modes, and we assume these peaks
indicate HCO3

− as this is the electrolyte composition. The
chemisorbed HCO3

− peak only appears when Sustainion or no
binder is present in the catalyst layer when exposed to 1 M
KHCO3. This suggests that Ag characteristically adsorbs
HCO3

− and the presence of Sustainion does not affect this
property of Ag. We expect Sustainion to permit the exchange
of anions in solution as it is an anion exchange binder [and
membrane], which makes it very attractive for MEA-based
ECO2RR cells. Nafion, however, appears to block the
chemisorption of HCO3

−, allowing it only to reside in the
boundary layer and bulk solution; again, as a proton exchange
binder, we expect this behavior from Nafion. Nafion maintains
this property even under applied potentials (Figure S6). These
data agree with the EIS data we collected: Rct was lowest for
Sustainion followed by Nafion suggesting good anion trans-
port. Additionally, the blockage and free flow of anions
exhibited by Nafion and Sustainion, respectively, may play a
role in the local pH at the CL boundary layer, which would
affect ECO2RR product selectivity with catalysts that form
multiple products (i.e., Cu).
We now can contemplate the varying carbonate morphol-

ogies for each Ag GDE. When Nafion is present, HCO3
− is

limited to the boundary layer of the Ag GDE, which may
explain why we observed carbonate settling atop the catalyst
surface, possibly interacting with the Ag NPs to create planar
coverage.46 Nafion may shield the catalyst layer by hindering
the flow of detrimental carbonate into the CL (and GDL), thus
decelerating the clogging of pores and blockage of active sights.
Considering the presence of KHCO3 on both Nafion and
Sustainion CLs, however, we understand that both HCO3

− and
K+ must be present for carbonate to form on Ag NPs.
Although Nafion prohibits anion flow, it allows for the free
flow of cations (K+) from the bulk electrolyte to the catalyst
surface, thus providing a path for carbonate deposition. Again,
water treatment research stresses keeping cations in bulk
electrolyte when trying to avoid carbonate formation.43 With
Sustainion, the free exchange of HCO3

− and lack of carbonate
layers covering the Ag CL suggest that carbonate formation is
occurring inside the GDE layers away from what can be
observed with SEM, causing blocking of pores and active sites.
The carbonate patches apparent when testing Ag without
binder may be due to the poor hydrophobicity of the CL,
which allows it to become fully wetted.
As shown in Figure 5b, conducting SERS on the PTFE Ag

cathode at OCP under KHCO3 revealed only solution HCO3
−

signals, similar to that observed for the Nafion Ag cathode.
Note that SERS data were collected on unannealed PTFE Ag
cathodes because the annealed cathode did not emit any
Raman signal. Next, measurements were taken at OCP and
then under multiple applied potentials with flowing 1 M KOH
and 12 sccm CO2. In general, we found that under alkaline
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flowing conditions, the surface enhancement of the electrodes
decreased, leading to a lack of enhancement seen most in the
no-binder Ag GDE (Figure S6). When the Ag cathode with
PTFE is exposed to 1 M KOH and 12 sccm CO2, it exhibits
chemisorbed HCO3

−/CO3
2− peaks along with the solution

peak (Figure S6). These results do not fully explain the
absence of carbonate on the PTFE cathode surface. Beckmann
et al. stated that hydrophilic electrodes carbonize faster than
hydrophobic electrodes.47,48 PTFE is a polymer consisting of a
carbon chain saturated with fluorine, resulting in a highly
hydrophobic material.49 Although it is sufficiently hydrophobic
compared to the electrolyte (as confirmed by the contact angle
measurements), Nafion contains sulfonate side chains that
permit a certain degree of hydrophilicity important for proper
electrode wetting.33,50 Both Nafion and PTFE exhibited similar
interactions with HCO3

− and CO3
2− from SERS, mainly

showing solution-based peaks even at applied potentials.
Therefore, the lack of carbonate formation on the cathode
with PTFE may be attributed to the high hydrophobicity of
PTFE along with its small amount of chemisorbed carbonates.
In addition, the annealing step required for the PTFE cathodes
may coat the Ag NPs in PTFE, thus shielding the Ag NP from
carbonate deposits. Once coated, the poor electrical con-
ductivity of PTFE may hinder the flow and concentration of
HCO3

− and K+ near the Ag NPs, thus discouraging carbonate
deposition and growth. This idea agrees with our EIS data
(Figure 3b), which revealed a high charge transfer resistance
for PTFE. In summary, the SERS data can help to explain the
superior durability of electrodes with Nafion rather than
Sustainion in the Ag CL and why carbonate morphologies
appearing on the Ag surface are different for these binders.
3.3. CO2 Electrolysis with Mixed Binder Cathodes.

The aforementioned results and data characterize the nature
and performance of all binders along with their benefits and
setbacks. Nafion is stable, but prone to carbonate formation in

the catalyst layer. Sustainion is an anion exchange ionomer, but
brittle (cracks observed in micro-CT images, Figure S4) and
unstable in performance as tested. Finally, PTFE is stable,
flexible, and resists carbonate formation, but has very low
conductivity. Looking closer, the benefits of some binders
cancel out the setbacks of the others. Thus, we decided to
investigate whether combining binders at different weight
percentages would yield a better catalyst layer. Sustainion +
PTFE (referred to as S + P) could offer a more conductive and
flexible binder combination. Nafion + Sustainion (N + S)
could reveal a synergetic effect between these two cation and
anion exchange ionomers. Nafion + PTFE (N + P) could help
prevent carbonate from covering the catalyst surface.
We initiated these experiments with the S + P and N + S

cathodes using 5 wt % of each binder, first conducting
electroanalysis to assure sufficient performance. We quickly
found out that a too high weight percent of binder resulted in
low porosity/permeability and too high of hydrophobicity. The
CO faradaic efficiencies for these cathodes were much lower
compared to our control Ag cathodes at all cell potentials. If
the catalyst layer is too hydrophobic, then the necessary supply
of electrolyte cannot reach catalyst NPs to provide H2O
needed for CO2 reduction. If the catalyst layer has low
porosity, then any gaseous CO created cannot diffuse back
through the GDL and be analyzed at the GC; instead, it
escapes into the flowing electrolyte. To rectify this issue, the
weight percent of each binder was continuously decreased,
causing the FECO to increase with each new cathode. Figure
6a−c shows the electroanalysis results for each combination of
N + P, N + S, and S + P cathodes. The 1% combinations
exhibited the best results for the N + S and S + P cathodes
even though the FEs were not above 90% for most of the
applied potentials. Therefore, we performed standard dura-
bility tests on these 1% combination cathodes; the current was
held at 200 mA cm−2 for the N + P and N + S cathodes and at

Figure 6. CO faradaic efficiency from CO2 electrolysis experiments on Ag GDEs with mixed binders at different weight percentages in the catalyst
layer: (a) Nafion + PTFE, (b) Nafion + Sustainion, and (c) Sustainion + PTFE. Anode: 1 mg cm−2 IrO2; 1 M KOH@0.5 mL min−1. Resulting CO
FE (left axis) and cell potential (right axis) during a 6 h durability experiment for mixed binder Ag GDEs: (d) 1% Nafion + 1% PTFE, (e) 1%
Nafion + 1% Sustainion, and (f) 1% Sustainion + 1% PTFE. Inset in (d): SEM image of the Ag surface after the durability test. No carbonate
formation evident on top of the catalyst layer. Anode: 1 mg cm−2 IrO2; 2 M KOH@1 mL min−1; −200 mA cm−2.
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150 mA cm−2 for the S + P cathode to ensure >90% FECO. As
shown in Figure 6d−f, the CO faradaic efficiency decreases
over the 6 h testing period for all three cathodes. Once mixed
and at such a low weight percent, the performance of the
Nafion cathode seems to no longer retain its durability.
Surprisingly, adding Sustainion seems to negatively impact
both Nafion and PTFE, both of which exhibited better
durability than Sustainion when tested alone.
The N + P Ag cathodes, tested last, showed surprisingly

different results. With knowledge from the performance of the
N + S and S + P cathodes, we started with a 1 wt %
combination for the N + P. The electroanalysis data depicted
in Figure 6a revealed higher FECO at all applied cell potentials
than the other binder mixtures indicating no obvious
hydrophobicity or porosity issues. The 6 h durability study
with the 1 wt % N + P cathode illustrated in Figure 6d revealed

that the FECO remained stable for ∼2 h before it unfortunately
declined for the remainder of the test. The other N + P
combination cathodes were also durability tested but did not
exhibit enhanced durability (Figure S5). Using SEM, however,
we were able to view any variations of the catalyst surface. Like
we observed with the 5 wt % PTFE Ag cathode, carbonate did
not precipitate on the surface of the N + P cathode (inset in
Figure 6d).
Mixing and/or annealing binders may cause changes in their

properties. For example, Nafion membranes utilized for fuel
cells tend to melt and recrystallize under various annealing
temperatures from 120 to 270 °C.51−53 One study showed that
water uptake was directly proportional to the treatment
temperature of the Nafion membrane.52 This phenomenon
may have occurred with the Nafion in the N + P cathode,
which was heated to disperse the PTFE, thus causing Nafion to

Figure 7. Visual explanation of the alternate catalyst layer design and preparation for our GDE. Our standard preparation involves coating the GDL
with a catalyst with a binder incorporated into the ink. Our proposed design involves first preparing the standard GDE and then coating it with a
layer of anion exchange binder (Sustainion) of ∼1 μm (see the Supporting Information for thickness calculation) to protect the active catalyst from
degradation. Zooming in, we see a limit to the amount of water allowed to Ag active sites to create CO from CO2.

Figure 8. Testing with a larger inlet flow cell. Plots of the CO faradaic efficiency and cell potential over time as a result of the 6 h durability tests on
Ag GDEs with various weight percentages of Nafion in the catalyst layer and then Sustainion spin-coated on top: (a) no binder, (b) 1% Nafion, and
(c) 10% Nafion. SEM images show the CL after the durability testing: (d) no binder, (e) 1% Nafion, and (f) 10% Nafion. Anode: 1 mg cm−2 IrO2;
2 M KOH@1 mL min−1; −200 mA cm−2; Sustainion: 100 μL, 500 rpm.
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change its properties and leading to a loss in ECO2RR
durability. Just mixing the binders when preparing the catalyst
ink for airbrushing may also impact each binder’s properties.
Ultimately, trying to compensate for the flaws of each binder
by mixing them may not be the most sufficient way, but it does
provide insight on important properties that need to be
considered when designing new materials.
3.4. Sustainion-Coated Cathodes. 3.4.1. Justification

for Coated Cathode Design. When considering the lifetimes
exhibited by the ECO2RR cathodes studied, carbonate
formation and electrolyte flooding are usually the only
degradation mechanisms we observe. A strategy that would
protect the catalyst surface against these two degradation
mechanisms is expected to improve electrochemical durability.
The augmented durability would reveal and enable the study of
other degradation mechanisms presently obscured by carbo-
nate formation and flooding. Carbonate is so prone to forming
on the Ag cathodes mainly because of the abundance of OH−

ions supplied by the KOH electrolyte (eq 1) and the
ECO2RR.

54−56 Alternatively, using KHCO3 as an electrolyte
may limit carbonate formation but decreases energy efficiency
and FECO.

37,57 When using KHCO3 or K2CO3 as the
electrolyte, the FECO decreased over the 6 h durability testing
and carbonate still formed on the cathode surfaces.58 Again,
flooding occurs when the electrode is not sufficiently
hydrophobic to maintain the triple phase boundary at the
catalyst layer. Taking this into account, effectively controlling
the amount of aqueous electrolyte (and therefore abundant
OH−) that reaches the catalyst layer would hopefully curb
carbonate formation and flooding.

+ = ×− − KCO (aq) OH HCO (aq); 4 102 3
7F (1)

The orthodox catalyst layer preparation involves uniformly
incorporating the binder into the CL itself. An alternative
approach would be to apply a thin layer (i.e., 0.7−2.0 μm) of
binder directly on top of the traditional CL (Figure 7).
Researchers in both the fuel cell and ECO2RR fields have
coated carbon supports and catalysts with ionomers to increase
stability.25,26,59,60 No binder is perfectly hydrophobic, meaning
the binder layer would allow some electrolyte (OH− and
water) to reach the catalyst layer for ECO2RR. ECO2RR makes
OH−, which needs to be shuttled to the anode and oxidized to
complete to full reaction. Therefore, the binder layer must be
anion exchanging, ruling out Nafion and PTFE. Any water that
does reach the catalyst layer would ideally react to form CO
before causing flooding. The Raman spectra from the stability
screening test (see above) revealed that all binders in plain
layers were able to withstand prolonged exposure to KOH.
Therefore, out of the remaining options, Fumion, PVDF, and
Sustainion, we chose Sustainion as a coating binder layer.
3.4.2. Performance of Sustainion-Coated Cathodes. The

main variables we considered for this alternative catalyst layer
design were binder loading in the CL and the binder layer
thickness. Precise tuning is important to avoid the GDE
becoming too hydrophobic. We tested the Sustainion-coated
approach for four different cathodes: 1% Nafion, 10% Nafion,
5% PTFE, and no binder. The Sustainion coatings were
applied via spin-coating. Solution volumes and spinning speeds
were varied to alter the layer thickness. Figure 8a−c shows the
performance of a few combinations from durability testing.
Note that these tests were conducted with a larger inlet flow
cell (Figure S8) to avoid the clogging at the CO2 inlet
observed in our standard flow cell (Figure S9b). Coating the

CL with Sustainion preserved the stable electrochemical
performance originally observed for the Nafion Ag GDE
(Figure 4a). Moreover, it improved the performance of the
original Ag GDE without binder (Figure S9a). More
importantly, through SEM (Figure 8d−f), we observed a
lower carbonate coverage of the CLs of these GDEs, also
verified by XRD (Figure S10), suggesting that the spin-coated
Sustainion layer aided in hampering carbonate formation.
Impeding this degradation mechanism led to an improvement
in the stability of the cathodes.
Additionally, we attempted to optimize the design of this

alternative CL design. The data in Figure 8 are from Ag
cathodes spin-coated with 100 μL of Sustainion at 500 rpm,
which resulted in a Sustainion layer thickness of ∼1.0 μm (see
calculation in the Supporting Information). By varying the
process parameters, we also obtained GDEs with thicker
Sustainion coatings, but these did not perform well in
electrochemical durability testing. The thicker layers were
too hydrophobic, which disallowed proper wetting of the
catalyst layer. Once again, we obtained low FECO similar to
when we tested the mixed binder GDEs with high binder
loading. The durability test results from the spin-coated
cathode with 5% PTFE are given in Figure S9c. Even though
the CO faradaic efficiency still decreases over time, the
presence of the Sustainion coating compelled the 5% PTFE
cathode to degrade at a slower rate, a similar effect observed
with the spin-coated no-binder cathode (Figure 8a). Yet, again
the 5% PTFE cathode did not exhibit visible carbonate
formation on the electrode surface (Figure S9d), revealing a
promising path for catalyst layer design for improved stability.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we aimed to identify optimal binders for catalyst
layers in GDEs used for the electroreduction of CO2 to value-
added chemicals and fuels. First, we studied and evaluated
potential replacements for the state-of-the-art binder, Nafion,
using hydrophobicity (contact angle) and stability (Raman
spectroscopy) tests. Binders with sufficient hydrophobicity and
stability were then incorporated into Ag catalyst layers to
create GDEs for electroanalysis and standard durability tests.
The behaviors of these binders in GDEs for ECO2RR were also
evaluated using EIS and SERS. Finally, we designed more
stable GDEs using combinations of binders in the catalyst
layers or coating deposited catalyst layers with Sustainion.
Sustainion and PTFE were stable under flowing KOH as

their characteristic Raman peaks did not change over 24 h of
testing. Their hydrophobicity was comparable to that of Nafion
for all tested electrolyte droplets, thus revealing their ability to
control the triple phase boundary at the CL. Although Nafion
Ag GDEs proved to be the most durable binder throughout the
durability testing in terms of CO faradaic efficiency, SEM
images indicated that the cathode degraded via carbonate
formation, verified by XRD. Sustainion Ag GDEs were the least
durable of the binder-incorporated electrodes and also
exhibited carbonate formation on the CL surface. CLs with a
PTFE binder were found to elude carbonate formation,
although their ECO2RR performance decreased over time.
Cathodes with Sustainion, an anion exchange binder, showed
the least charge transfer resistance when characterized using
EIS. This trait was further explained by SERS, which indicated
that Sustainion allowed for the free flow of carbonate ions
(chemisorbed HCO3

−/CO3
2− peaks) through the CL. SERS

with Nafion and PTFE Ag GDEs, however, blocked the
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absorption of carbonate (showing solution HCO3
− peaks),

thus offering insight on the varying degrees of carbonate
formation for each tested cathode. The use of combinations of
binders in the CLs did not improve durability, but adding
PTFE to Nafion in the CL eliminated carbonate formation
typical of cathodes with just Nafion. By coating Ag GDEs with
a Sustainion overlayer, we can enhance cathode stability while
maintaining its performance; these Sustainion-coated cathodes
hindered carbonate formation.
The ultimate goal of this work is to gain insight necessary for

designing more stable GDEs to augment ECO2RR lifetimes.
These studies were conducted for a flow electrolyzer, but we
hypothesize that the results and conclusions drawn would
apply to MEA-based ECO2RR cells as well. Further improve-
ments in performance can be achieved by identifying,
evaluating, and incorporating new binders in the CL to
hopefully improve cathode durability and stability. Moreover,
different binders may also affect local pH at Cu catalyst layers
and thus product selectivity.55 In addition, spin-coating other
anion exchange binders such as Fumion or PVDF over the
GDE instead of Sustainion may hinder or even prevent failure
mechanisms and thus improve durability. With better designed
CLs, GDEs can be pushed toward longer lifetimes, therefore
moving ECO2RR in the direction of economic feasibility.
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